For The Lord Our God Is Holy –

The End Of Judgment For The Overcomer
and
The Final Cutting Off Of The Overcomer
After this I looked, and, behold, a door was opened in heaven: and the first voice which I heard was as it were of a trumpet
talking with me; which said, Come up hither, and I will shew thee things which must be hereafter. And immediately I was in the
spirit: and, behold, a throne was set in heaven, and one sat on the throne. And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a
sardine stone: and there was a rainbow round about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald. Revelation 4:1-3
Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever: the sceptre of thy kingdom is a right sceptre. Psalms 45:6
The LORD is in His holy temple, The LORD’s throne is in heaven; His eyes behold, His eyelids test the sons of men. The LORD
tests the righteous, But the wicked and the one who loves violence His soul hates. Upon the wicked He will rain coals; Fire and
brimstone and a burning wind Shall be the portion of their cup. For the LORD is righteous, He loves righteousness; His
countenance beholds the upright. Psalms 11:4-7
In the year that King Uzziah died, I saw the Lord sitting on a throne, high and lifted up, and the train of His robe filled the
temple. Isaiah 6:1
Look down from heaven, And see from Your habitation, holy and glorious. Where are Your zeal and Your strength, The yearning
of Your heart and Your mercies toward me? Are they restrained? Doubtless You are our Father, Though Abraham was ignorant
of us, And Israel does not acknowledge us. You, O LORD, are our Father; Our Redeemer from Everlasting is Your name. O LORD,
why have You made us stray from Your ways, And hardened our heart from Your fear? Return for Your servants’ sake, The
tribes of Your inheritance. Your holy people have possessed it but a little while; Our adversaries have trodden down Your
sanctuary. We have become like those of old, over whom You never ruled, Those who were never called by Your name. Isa
63:15-19
“I watched till thrones were put in place, And the Ancient of Days was seated; His garment was white as snow, And the hair of
His head was like pure wool. His throne was a fiery flame, Its wheels a burning fire; A fiery stream issued And came forth from
before Him. A thousand thousands ministered to Him; Ten thousand times ten thousand stood before Him. The court was
seated, And the books were opened.“I watched then because of the sound of the pompous words which the horn was
speaking; I watched till the beast was slain, and its body destroyed and given to the burning flame.“As for the rest of the
beasts, they had their dominion taken away, yet their lives were prolonged for a season and a time.“I was watching in the night
visions, And behold, One like the Son of Man, Coming with the clouds of heaven! He came to the Ancient of Days, And they
brought Him near before Him. Then to Him was given dominion and glory and a kingdom, That all peoples, nations, and
languages should serve Him. His dominion is an everlasting dominion, Which shall not pass away, And His kingdom the one
Which shall not be destroyed. Daniel 7:9-14
John to the seven churches which are in Asia: Grace [be] unto you, and peace, from him which is, and which was, and which is to
come; and from the seven Spirits which are before his throne; And from Jesus Christ, [who is] the faithful witness, [and] the
first begotten of the dead, and the prince of the kings of the earth. Unto him that loved us, and washed us from our sins in his
own blood, And hath made us kings and priests unto God and his Father; to him [be] glory and dominion for ever and ever.
Amen. Behold, he cometh with clouds; and every eye shall see him, and they [also] which pierced him: and all kindreds of the
earth shall wail because of him. Even so, Amen. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is,
and which was, and which is to come, the Almighty.
Revelation1:4-8
And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto them: and [I saw] the souls of them that were
beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for the word of God, and which had not worshipped the beast, neither his image,
neither had received [his] mark upon their foreheads, or in their hands; and they lived and reigned with Christ a thousand
years. But the rest of the dead lived not again until the thousand years were finished. This [is] the first resurrection. Revelation
20:4=5
LORD, in trouble have they visited thee, they poured out a prayer [when] thy chastening [was] upon them.
Like as a woman with child, [that] draweth near the time of her delivery, is in pain, [and] crieth out in her pangs; so have we
been in thy sight, O LORD. We have been with child, we have been in pain, we have as it were brought forth wind; we have not
wrought any deliverance in the earth; neither have the inhabitants of the world fallen. Thy dead [men] shall live, [together
with] my dead body shall they arise. Awake and sing, ye that dwell in dust: for thy dew [is as] the dew of herbs, and the earth
shall cast out the dead. Come, my people, enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy doors about thee: hide thyself as it were
for a little moment, until the indignation be overpast. For, behold, the LORD cometh out of his place to punish the inhabitants

of the earth for their iniquity: the earth also shall disclose her blood, and shall no more cover her slain. Isaiah26:16=21
And I will shew wonders in the heavens and in the earth, blood, and fire, and pillars of smoke. The sun shall be turned into
darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great and the terrible day of the LORD come. And it shall come to pass, [that]
whosoever shall call on the name of the LORD shall be delivered: for in mount Zion and in Jerusalem shall be deliverance, as the
LORD hath said, and in the remnant whom the LORD shall call. Joel 2:30-32
But this is that which was spoken by the prophet Joel; And it shall come to pass in the last days, saith God, I will pour out of my
Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see visions, and your old men
shall dream dreams: And on my servants and on my handmaidens I will pour out in those days of my Spirit; and they shall
prophesy: And I will shew wonders in heaven above, and signs in the earth beneath; blood, and fire, and vapour of smoke: The
sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before that great and notable day of the Lord come: And it shall
come to pass, [that] whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord shall be saved. Acts 2:16-21

~***~

(4 Visions)
(1st Vision)
"The face of a Priest. I could see the eyes, the furrows of the brow covered with the frontlets and the written
word of the Lord upon them. I could see the various forms of jewelry and adornments around the face of the
Priest. The symbolism of all these things forecast a time to come and a word of confirmation to come. But now
the word had arrived and the extra things that were there fell off, the frontlets were not needed, the jewelry
was not needed, the priest then stood alone with proper proportioned features in the face which showed
evenness and finality in the dealings of God in the life of the Priest. This was confirmed to me that the time of
tribulation for the Overcomer is drawing to a close. We are at the end of our trials as the Lord is about to move
through these ones purified in hope."
(End Vision)
(2nd Vision)
"Then breaking through the tempest of storm and through the high and low clouds black with storm and rain

came the sound of a great thundering of hooves. I saw the Lord break through the clouds of great tribulation. He
came in great glory and in great power the glorious light of His person and of His horse was brighter than the sun
itself. Upon many horses behind Him were the Overcomers passed from this world coming with the King of kings
upon horseback. These who had once lived in the world of men but who had died and had gone to be with the
Lord. These came with Him upon white horses as a vast Army, one that could not be numbered due to the
brightness of glory and light that encompassed them. The Lord Jesus at the front of the Army brought peace,
great peace to the world of man. The world of man which had gone through the judgments of the Father now
needed this peace and Christ rode to bring it, His Armies following with Him."
(End Vision)
(3rd Vision)
(This vision may be included in the next Open Temple series)
"As I stood supported under my arm by the Angel, I was carried to stand at the side edge near the place where
the Throne was set in the Holiest of All. It was there as I stood being held up by the Angel that great heat struck
my face and there was a great noise and thunder and much smoke. The Throne was surrounded by smoke and
loud peals of thunder and with much noise as the sounds of many strikes of lightning and many peals of thunder.
I looked up and ONE sat upon the Throne. There sitting upon the Throne was the Ancient of Days. His face I did
see and His wrath had come up into His face unto the full. From under the Throne came forth an issuing stream
of fire. This issuing stream of fire came up from beneath the Throne up to the seat of the Throne and alongside
the left thigh of the Ancient of Days, streaming forward as it went. I saw the fire go forth then from His thigh out
to surround the various articles of furniture that were before God in the highest place, nearest the Throne, then
out past the candlestick, the altar of incense, the laver, the brazen altar and out past the multitudes gathered
there and the Sea, out unto the world of man. I saw that this now is the beginning of the judgment of God upon
the world of man. I say again in a present word of prophecy. Judgement has now begun in the world of man."
(End Vision)
(4th Vision)
(This vision may be included in the next Open Temple series)
"Being held still on the side where I beheld the judgment of The Ancient of Days upon the world of men, I saw
the Altar of Incense increase in its bowls the smoke and the fragrance of its burning. The smoke trailed down
over the sides of the altar onto the floor of the Holy place and then proceeded to move up unto the Holiest place
wherein the Throne itself was set in the Holiest of All. There the smoke did move about on the floor of this
heavenly temple and it coursed its way till it found place under the seats of the lesser thrones round about the
Throne of God. These lesser thrones were the thrones of the elders whom God had granted right to sit and to
rule from them and to reign from them over the expanse of the cosmos itself. The smoke from the altar of
incense then proceeded up unto the highest part of the expanse of the temple in heaven, filling even the
highest part. While this smoke was filling up this holy chamber the wrath of God as the Ancient of Days was
issuing forth in fiery stream unstoppable unto the world of man and unto the fallen realms of creation and all
that man had done to destroy the earth and the sea. Not only did the wrath of God touch the earth and the sea,
but it ascended to the very cosmos itself with much noise, with loud peals of thunder and with large flashes of
light and fearsome winds. Yet the smoke from the altar of incense ascended up even unto the nostrils of The
Ancient of Days. God was then reminded of His promise and of His great love and that His wrath was but for a
moment of time. God was reminded by this fragrance that His wrath was there to reconcile, not part and to
restore, not destroy the lives of man. Thus was His wrath assuaged by the fragrance from off of the altar of
incense."
(End Vision)
(4 Confirming Visions from previous writings)
(1st Confirming Vision)
"I beheld the splendid image that was seen in the dream of Nebuchadnezzar walking upon the waters of the sea.
The image whose height was immense traversing even the deep waters and the raging waters came to the edge
of a continent wherein I could see the nations of the earth and they that dwelt therein in present time. The

continents were divided as they were, but they were as one before the image. I noticed that the image only
came up off of the sea only as far as the land began on the edge of the continents and I saw that the color of the
feet of part iron and part clay were the same in color as the continents which were part iron and part clay during
this dispensation of time. As the image stood there the elements of part iron and part clay in the continents
yielded to the feet of the image and they took upon them the elements of the feet so that the feet as though
they were roots began to grow and expand outward into the continents like the tentacles of a webbed root
system of a large tree like a mighty Oak or Fir tree. The head of gold with eyes looking forward looked out upon
the nations that inhabited the continents. There were upon the continents every type of person, unbelievers as
well as all they descended from Abraham and all they who were in the denominational structure of
Christendom. There was nothing in them that had any defense or explanation as to the power and height and
threat of this image which now infiltrated all the soils and lands of the continents. There was presented to this
image of great height no threat from the modern world. Nothing of this world would cause the reach of this
splendid image from being broken or removed and nothing in the world of man or religions or Christendom was
able to bring up any sort of an assault upon the image to destroy it or to cause it to collapse. The image stood
strong with no threat and no breach. Then the spirit of the Lord moved in me and I looked out unto the earthen
areas of the continents and looked down to where the feet of part iron and part clay had mingled with the soil of
the continents as though the image had taken root. In little pocketed areas and by little points of place and
position there would be the lonely soul of they that were deemed as ones who would overcome by the victory
of Christ. These were in the midst of the masses in the nations and of the religions they belonged to and of the
realms of denominations in Christendom, in them as to their presence but not part of them. These individual
Overcomers began to shine forth the light of truth from their inner man and that light like little torches or
beacons of hope grew and grew in the midst of the continental soils. The light grew against the roots of the
image which had melded itself as one with these lands. As the little points of light grew, each Overcomer in their
various secluded area would cause the roots to be driven back solely by the light of the Lord that grew within
them. As they grew I saw that their lights were all the same light, it was the light of the Lord in them with
wisdom and in which was no variance nor shadow nor turning aside unto other interests, this light kept these
humble ones apart from all others and they did emerge as the same light in points and place the world over. As
these grew the roots of the image were driven back and into the feet and up the feet of it was the gain of the
image driven back by the light of the Lord's glory in these little ones. The image then began to shake and to
crumble as the feet were broken apart as the light in these drove back the power of the infiltration the image
had in the world of man and then I saw the entire image crumble and break and collapse never to stand again on
the edge of the continents of the world. I questioned as to this image of individual points of light breaking apart
the image for the scriptures declare that this will be a stone cut out of a mountain, cut out without hands which is
hurled at the feet of the image to destroy it. However I was assured that this was correct. That the stone was a
picture of the unity of spirit the Overcomers have in Christ in singular purpose and that even though I saw them
scattered as points of light they together were still the stone of destruction to the splendid image which stood
no more."
(End Vision)
(From: Chapter 79, "Mystery Babylon The Great. The Mystery Of The Great Whore. Unveiling The Beast")
http://overcomers.ca/Epistle_Mysteries/MBTG_002_Unveiling_the_Beast.htm
(2nd Confirming Vision)
“At the breaking of a day this vision came which broke my heart and caused weeping and a great carefulness to
rise in me, for these things are very humbling. As the sun rose I did see the image of splendor, the same man that
was seen in the dream of Nebuchadnezzar whose height was great and the image fearful, as the sun rose so did
the light rise upon this image. The head of gold, the shoulders, arms and chest of silver, the loins of brass, the
legs of iron and the feet and the toes of part iron and part clay. To the left side of the beast was the formation of
that which constituted all blasphemy, even a singular image of the wild beast found in Revelation 13. The
progression of time was such that I saw as it were a halo around the image of the splendid man descend down
first through the head of gold, then down through the shoulders, chest and arms of silver, the loins of brass, the
legs of iron and the feet and toes of part iron and part clay. This halo of light would flow down the image
encompassing it in a ring. As it progressed downwards two things would happen. The time frames for the ages

and empires of men would rise and fall, the progression of the age past would proceed much further down the
image as the halo of light would pass over it even as Daniel prophesied. As the halo of light proceeded down the
splendid image, the wild beast to the side would grow in kind. The more the halo of light proceeded down the
image, the more the beast would rise in stature and in strength until the halo at last came to the toes of this
image. When it did, the wild beast was now fully formed and it stood as a terrible entity beside the splendid
image. The splendid image and the beast were now equal in size and stature and the beast was now fully in the
earth. I saw this to mean that prior to this time we are in, the beast was not fully here, the empowering by the
Dragon was not yet at the full. The image was not yet traversed in the time frames allotted to it and the beast
prior to this time was not fully now in the earth. But now, in our time, the Dragon has finished bringing down the
beast into full measure in the world of men, the full stature and horrible features of this beast in our day is now
fully here, there is no further addition to the beast, nor any further horror to be added to it. Also the time frames
for the splendid image are now fully accomplished; there is no more time for the splendid image to stand. Both
time frames, the splendid image and the beast, both are now complete; I say this again in prophecy, both are
now complete. They are both now here completely. So then in my broken state I made inquiry before the Lord
and sent up my petition before Him, even into the ears of the Ancient of Days. In asking this it was not by
presumption on my part, but requesting understanding at His mouth and not by any reasoning of my mind. I
inquired of the Lord “Lord, there are two beasts in your word, the tame beast and the wild one, why is it I only see
the wild one?” The Lord answered, “These are the same to me.”
(End Confirming Vision)
(From: Chapter 79, "Mystery Babylon The Great. The Mystery Of The Great Whore. Unveiling The Beast")
http://overcomers.ca/Epistle_Mysteries/MBTG_002_Unveiling_the_Beast.htm
(3rd Confirming Vision)
“The City Babylon with another city inside of it. There was as it were a double layer of cities. Babylon with its
walls and its bulwarks, the inner buildings and streets and highways, and inside each and every brick was another
brick, like each brick was made twice but one was inside the other. Brick by brick the city began to fall apart, brick
by brick these fell down to the earth and the walls, the bulwarks, the inner buildings, the roads and the highways
fell apart altogether, all of them collapsed into one heap of unusable rubble and nothing was left remaining. The
taking apart of each brick, brick by brick was done by the invisible power of God’s judgment and the city and the
city inside the city were not able to withstand this collapse. This is the collapse of the world’s systems in their
entirety by the outer walls of the city. All of the governments of the world, all their economies, the global
financial system, all peoples within the nations, each one was effected by this collapse. The inner wall collapse,
that part which was a brick within a brick, this effected any and all who professed any type of a religious calling,
who claimed they knew God, whether it was a Christian God or a Muslim god or a god of any other sort, it was a
collapse of all things religious. Many times in the past I have seen such destruction in visions, but this time it was
with urgency. This time it was a collapse that cannot be prevented, it is taking place in real time, the spirit of the
Lord, even The Ancient of Days is doing this collapse, taking apart the inner and outer city brick by brick, by His
spirit alone. Watch this happen as all around you the world system will deteriorate more and more until the
entire structure is removed. This must be for the Lord has promised to bring His Kingdom to this earth. Jesus
came in Pentecost, but now He must come in Tabernacles. For this to happen He must first remove that which
was made of man’s own doing and the earth must be cleansed of it, and then shall this Kingdom come.”
(End Confirming Vision)
(From: Chapter 7, "For The Lord Our God Is Holy. His Standard Established To His Army"
http://overcomers.ca/Holy_Is_The_Lord/Holy_Is_The_Lord_HSETHA_007.htm
(4th Confirming Vision)
“I beheld the splendid image that was dreamt by Nebuchadnezzar in ancient Babylon, the splendid image whose
head was of gold, the chest and arms of silver, the loins of brass, the legs of iron and the feet of part iron and part
clay. I saw that the Lord hurled a stone at the feet of this splendid image and it did crush and destroy the feet of
it so that the entire structure of the image above it broke apart and crumbled and collapsed to the earth so that
nothing recognizable of it remained. This represented all the world systems of government from the time of
ancient Babylon on down to this present hour. No economy, no structure of man, no place that man built a name
for himself could ever be brought forth again. It was a total destruction, nothing of this present world could

continue past into the next world (age). So complete was the destruction of this image.”
~***~

Purity And Peace For The Inner Man

The Lord is now beginning His judgments in the earth, in the world of man. We will see this begin now
not as a cyclical pattern of past things where history and cycles repeat themselves, but this time the Lord will
shake and destroy all that man has built up in pride and all that man has become in national identity outside of
the will of God when it comes to being identified with Him in truth, verity and judgment. The world has entered
a phase of time which has not been seen before. Rife with iniquity which has come to the full, the world has now
come beyond what the world of Noah's day had come to. This world we are in now is far more evil and far more
self centered and set in ways of debauchery and filth as no other time in human history. Iniquity abounds. The
love of many has waxed cold, this is it, the time of the Lord's judgments has come.
Written previously in other writings was the prophecy that peace was now to come to the Overcomer. A peace
that would encompass entirely the person of the one who for years had endured great tribulation and much fire
in daily processing of the separation of light from dark and of soul and spirit, bone and marrow. I prophesied that
this peace would come to the entire group of living Overcomes at this present time and no one would be left
short or slower or behind in the issuing and receiving of this peace. Since writing that prophecy out to the body I
had further understanding given to me.
There are two things about this further word that need to be clarified. First of all, some who may not experience
much of this hope of peace may have the thought that they are not Overcomers after all. They are only following
after by some whim of faith that has kept them going this far. "The true Overcomers will have it, but not me!" will
be their thought. This is not so. It is not truth. There may be a grain of peace that some may have deep within,
but that is not the full peace I saw that was to come to the Overcomer in that prophecy I gave. Think not that you
are excluded. You are not excluded. If you have understood the will of God thus far and have seen the writings
and prophecies that have come forth as part of your spiritual mandate as a child of the King, then fear not that
you will be left behind in this! You will not be left out or behind! It is not based on the amount of carnality and
flesh and abhorrence you see in your vile iniquitous nature for all that has now boiled to the surface and is
stilling on the top of your person and mind as an extra appendage of ungodly flesh. That flesh, sitting there
troubling you, IS A DIRECT RESULT OF THE FIRE OF GOD. It was after all God that caused His fire to burn in you
through years of tribulation and pressure. It was God who brought the division in you of flesh from spirit and of
bone and marrow. It was God who brought all this perdition to the surface in you so that you would have it all
there as an appendage, an outer extra thing which is repulsive to your faith. So now rest knowing God did this
emergence of the flesh in you SO THAT HE MAY REMOVE IT. God is not going to give you this peace I have
prophesied because your flesh is in the way, He is going to give it because your flesh IS NOW EXPOSED. This
exposed flesh is the avenue of His final judgment in you, TO REMOVE IT, and also that very same avenue for this
peace to come to you. So then here is the second thing.
The second thing is to desire now in pure simple faith "PURITY". Ask the Lord in faith TO MAKE YOU PURE. There is
a vast sea of blood, the blood of Jesus that sits in a vessel of silver beside the Throne of God, that blood is an
endless supply! Ask now that this blood be sent to you to purify you in your inner man. DO NOT ASK IT TO PURIFY
YOUR PUTRID FLESH THAT HAS NOW BEEN EXPOSED. But rather ask that your inner man be so immersed in the
blood of Jesus that the outer man becomes a dead thing, a scab fallen off, a repulsive dead flesh corpse which
lays upon the earth to rot back into the ground. Think no more upon it! THE SIGN THAT YOU ARE AN OVERCOMER
IS THAT YOUR FLESH IS FULLY EXPOSED. The true sign that you will have this peace will come as you request this
purity to come now from the Lord to purify all your intent in the inner man.
Now some will argue with me that the inner man had no impurity, how can you ask that it be made pure if it was
born of the spirit and came after the person of the Lord? What did the Apostle Paul say? Having therefore these
promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God.

(2 Corinthians 7:1) It is not that you defiled your inner man by some filthy act of your flesh. That is not the reason

for this request! it is that you are NOT AWARE OF WHERE THAT INNER MAN IS IN YOUR HEART AND IN YOUR
MIND. Thus far you only related to the Lord by faith and belief in His name. But of late the inner man is barely if
not completely imperceptible! That is the cleansing needed, right there, that you have not been able in your
thinking mind to perceive your inner man nature as being there. The cleansing then is in the area of ignorance of
that which has been born of the spirit in you. When this peace comes it will come by the request of purity OF
YOUR WHOLE PERSON MINUS THE APPENDAGE OF FLESH. Thus the addition to this word of peace that is yet to
come to us is complete and below is a vision to confirm this word.
From: "The Mystery Of The Faith, Hope For the Unseen",
http://overcomers.ca/Epistle_Mysteries/TMOTF_001_Hope_For_The_Unseen.htm
Appendages of Flesh vision.
“Before the Lord stood the Overcomer. The Overcomer faced the Lord, face to face, standing in front of the Lord to
be judged by the Lord. As the Overcomer stood there I saw huge appendages of flesh on both the right side of the
Overcomer’s body and on the left side of the Overcomer’s body. These huge appendages of flesh were attracting a
great stench in the spirit. They were putrid areas of the Overcomer’s life which had come to full measure in them
and these appendages were realms of personal iniquity in the life of the Overcomer pulling their eyes to
distractions causing them to look to the right and to the left and not to centering the focus of their eyes upon the
Lord who stood directly in front of them. The appendages of flesh on the right and on the left were magnets
attracting huge clouds of darkness and hordes of evil spirits, demons and those of the spirit world that were fallen
from their first estate. These would attach themselves to the appendages of flesh and would begin to torment, to
deceive, to carry away into delusion those who should know to keep their gaze only upon the Lord Jesus Christ
who stood in front of them. As the flesh appendages increased on either side of them, swelling up and growing, so
would the attached demonic forces increase in holding fast to all that “extra” flesh. The Lord then drew out His
double edged sword and with great strength in His right arm He swung the sword severing off first the right side,
then the left side of all this flesh that was growing and was putrid and had the realms of deception and darkness
attached to their bodies. The sword of the Lord would strike only once on the right, then on the left and sever away
all that was not to be part of the life of they that overcome. At the end of the striking of the sword the Overcomer
was left without the extra appendages and their gaze was once more fixed straight and their eyes once more only
upon the Lord who stood and dwelt directly in front of them who had never left that place nor had ever forsaken
the Overcomer even during this judgment and this hard correction."
~***~

Until The Indignation Be Overpast

There will also be experienced a further cutting off of the Overcomer from outside people and
circumstances. Family, friends, business associates, systems related to employment or future security. Things
related to the handling of money or of wealth. Areas of relationship with siblings, parents or children or grand
children. All these things are being touched by the Lord in a sovereign act of God in causing these things to be
removed or cut off in a greater measure than before.
Some of this cutting off that is being experienced is unexpected. One may have thought that it never would have
happened the way it has but the Overcomer is being set aside and apart as never before in the history of the
church. The Lord is allowing the decimation of relationships with others to become strained in such a manner as
to divide people from people. This is the sword of the Lord moving with sudden conclusiveness. The reason for
this is so that the Overcomer is shut away in solitude, alone with the Lord in the quiet confidence of calm but
dignified faith. The cutting away of the Overcomer can be painful, but it is necessary as their personal judgments
are ending and their time of being set aside while the Lord turns to judge the world is only but beginning. This
shutting away unto the Lord is another sovereign act of God, it is not something we choose to enact, but it is
something that happens to us. We end up being derided and disdained by those that love darkness rather than
light as they hold to whatever other traditions they had previous.

In the world of work and employment, business and in artistic culture, the desire for excellency or for greater
gain in these things including wealth and prosperity is fast dying in the heart of the Overcomer. They are quickly
realizing that the worlds work and wealth is not the true wealth or treasure, but only that which is fleeting. We
are finding that everything related to gaining wealth in the world has turned mundane and grievous. The desire
to gain an upper level of prosperity has waned from us and there is only simple trust to live day by day with the
Lord in the satisfaction of that which we already have without trying to attempt to make ourselves better or
wealthier.
Now some of the Overcomers are barely getting by financially. Their lives are fraught with the peril of not having
enough! For these also, the casting of this care upon the Lord has taken center stage and they have placed their
trust in His promise of the true riches far beyond the melancholy things the world can afford on only a temporary
basis. For the Overcomer, no matter what the circumstances may be, they are being set aside at this time to
know that all their needs WILL be met for the course they ARE to be upon. So just as wealth can direct footsteps,
lack of wealth can do the same. It matters not if one is wealthy or poor, their footsteps all fall upon the sole
desire for that which is better, even the Kingdom of God with the true riches being the gifts and graces of His
spirit in us.
All of this concerning money and the monetary system has waned as futile in the heart and mind of the
Overcomer. Why? Because THE ENTIRE SYSTEM OF THE WORLD ECONOMY IS GOING TO COLLAPSE. All that God
touches now WILL BE DESTROYED. That includes all monetary systems, all wealth preservation for the future, all
that pertains to gaining and getting wealth, even gold and silver will be touched in this judgment that is falling
upon the earth. The systems of man will completely collapse including the monetary systems and just before
this happens the Lord is shutting away in His own storehouses the Overcomer to supply them and feed them
during this time that is coming upon the earth. The nations will rage and riot, the world will be filled with
anarchy as the rule of law collapses. But the Overcomer will abide in this peace and will not be effected nor held
in a place of being poor or lacking because during the time of this hiding away till the indignation be overpast,
the Overcomer will find their complete source in God alone and in nothing else. Anyone who stored up for
wealth in this present world will lose it overnight. But the Overcomer has sent their treasure ahead and they will
lose nothing for their treasure is in heaven in the midst of the Kingdom of God.
~***~

False Systems Destroyed

There will be another motion of the spirit of the Lord during this time we are entering into. During this
motion of spirit, the Overcomer will be in absolute rest and peace only waiting for the redemption of the body.
All that happens in this section will cause them no harm or fear or torment nor will it matter to they that have
surrendered their lives completely unto the Lord. The Overcomer in this state of rest will come to the next stage
in the judgments of God, this stage is the stage of eternal glory.
For in an instant, as quick as the flick of an eyelid, in about the middle of the time allotted for the judgment of
the world, the Lord will give of His own personality and His own character in fullness without withholding
anything of Himself and He will pour this out in an infinite and unending supply to each and every single
Overcomer in both this world and on those who are with the Lord right now in glory on the other side of this veil.
This character and person of the Lord is called "Glory". It is GLORY that is NEVER ENDING. It is the weight and the
full measure of the person of The Ancient of Days in EACH SINGLE OVERCOMER. They will be filled with this in
the twinkle of an eye and their bodies will change from mortal to immortal and their corruption will become
incorruptible. Death will be (for them) swallowed up in victory. This is the beginning of the Feast of Tabernacles
and it is also the beginning of the Millennial reign of Christ for these who are glorified are as Jesus was when He
rose out of His tomb. They will rise with bodies fashioned like unto His glorified body. There is NOTHING that
will stop this now. YOUR FLESH APPENDAGE MENTIONED EARLIER HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THIS. YOUR CARNAL

MIND AND NATURE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THIS. For they will be forever removed from you. You will enter
the eternal glorified state.
Now this will have a profound effect on the world of men. For this company of glorified saints who are
forevermore in the light of His glory will come onto the world scene and they will look like GOD. Then all the
false science, all the false pride, all the false systems, all that man has held onto as idols, all the false religions,
all of this WILL END. It will end when these come on the world scene in eternal bodies here upon the earth, this
will UNDO all that man has established as true. All the theories of science falsely so called and all the measures
of carnal wisdom concerning this creation will be destroyed when these appear on the scene. Suddenly, all
religious efforts, all false religions and all of Christendom who has apostatized themselves by adhering to false
doctrine concerning the Lord will realize immediately that their faith is futile and their belief greatly erred.

Conclusion Of The Matter

So then the Overcomer will find themselves currently full of self doubt. They will not think that the Lord can use
them for His greater purposes in becoming part of this great company of saints who will rule the world of man
with a rod of iron, a corrective judgment stance and duty. A true Overcomer does not realize they are
overcoming anything. They do not know if they have any improvements to their lives nor do they have any idea
how or why God would choose them. But they do have faith. And that is what God looks at.
So rest in this. Watch these words of prophecy come to pass. Rest in the realization that all of this is happening
and all that has been prophesied has been prophesied to end our own ways and to trust in the Lord's way. These
words I submit to the body of Overcomers for the edification of their souls and I state that these things you will
soon see come to pass for this is as it has been delivered unto me by the spirit of prophecy which is the Lord
Jesus Christ, even on this very day. Be blessed and encouraged in Him.
To be continued......
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